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Ai.~ ABS!RACT OF THE THES IS Of Jul1<1 frp.nccs Hall for the Ha,<;ter of 
Science In PS;,f(.:~o10,?,Y prfooscnted Ai.I,;ust 13, 1970. 
Title: The Effect of Perceptual-Hotor Training on ~alad~ptive 
Behaviors of Emotionally Disturbed Chi1d!~er:.. 
APPROVED BY HEHBf.:R5 Of TUE 
,--­
Rcn:;ld E. Srr:ii.::h, Cha irll:an 
T~'enty €mctior'.ally d istur!:l,:d chilc.rt'n bet'w€'en the as",!': of s b: 
iOl"~l or e:notior.ul problems w~r~ the ~ubjects for thIs study. The 
and acting out, and ther:. ffiatch~d ':n pairs by C\:jE: and dia~nosi:;. One 
half of each pair ow"s randomly assigned to the expe.rim~ntel conditio1"t. 
and the r~TO;:di1ing halves ,,'ere assigned to the control coacitlon. Both 
th~ exper im'?nta 1. .snd centrol groups conta. In~d five .withdra',n1 aO.d f Iv~ 
actin?; C'ut subjects. Four experimenters 'Were used, and each ':!~{:rE.l'i-
control $ubj~cts. 
th€: PurC'..lf.! Fl:U".:::ep.:::v",! .!;rJt(J!' Surv~y;v<ls ar:lwln.iste:r:eci to all the 
subjEcts prior to th~ exre~lment and behavior rating of maladaptlvo 
b"ha\'lMs t.1as obta inea on each c}-.l.ld iron thr€1i! adults who 'Wor:<t!d 
closely ",ith en.,; ch~Jd. U<;in.g tIv':r;,;;:thoc:;; outlined by K~phart an.d 
Radler in "Success T'hrouc;h ?lay"". the9xper- it:1en~al subjects rec!'! bed 
perceptual ...motor tralnbg for one·half hour three times a l:eek for 
nine weeks. Tha control subjGcts received individual adult attention 
for the same amount of tIme as the training in the form of physical O!", 
quiet activities and games. 
At the end of the n.1r,~ weeks the subjects were tested with the 
Purdue Perceptual-Notor Survey again and new behavior ratings also 
were obtained. The behavior scale was analyzed as a total score and 
then two subseores were obtained for anti-social and asocial behaviors. 
Analysts revealed that: 1) The experimental subjects' perceptual­
motor scores increased the most~ especially among the y..-lthdZ"('i''';1l sub .. 
jects; 2) The trainIng had littie effect on the mahd",pt:lvE.! ·behaviors 
of the acting out subjects. The experimental acting out subj~cts 
improved hehaviorally, but not significantly more than t~e control 
acting out subjects; 3) The training had a significant effect en the 
maladaptive behaviors of withdrawn children. The total behavior 
scores and the ClSOC ia I behav ior scores of the exp~r im€nta 1 wH:!-;dromn 
children improved; their anti-social scores changed very little. 
The subjects carne from three agencies with dIfferent treatment 
philosophies. One agency was a public school with special classrooms 
for emotIonally disturbed children which exclusively used behavior 
modification techniques. Another agency was a residential treatment 
center which was deSigned (or a milieu therapy, where the children 
are removed from the home. The thitd agency was a sem~-resldential 
treatment: center that used a combination of milieu therapy and be­
havior modification techniques, where the children return horne for 
weekends. There we!'e equal numbers of acting out, withdrawn, experi­
mental and control subjects from any single a<?;ency. An analysis of 
the amount of behavioral improvement withIn each agency was perforrr.ed 
which revealed that there us!> s 19n1f icantly tTlore improvement: among 
the suhjects from the semi-residential treatment agency. 
It was concluded from this study that; petceptual.motor train­
ing increases the perceptual-moto.i;' abilities 4)f emotionally dIsturbed 
children, especially those d l.agn.osed as yl thdrOlwn, chl1d:tood schizo.. 
phrenic and autistic; perceptual-motor training aids in reducIng mala .. 
daptive behaviors in disturbed children di~gnosed as withdrawn, 
childhood schizophrenic ~nd autistic; perceptual-motor training 
may most effectively b~ us~d for emotionally dist~rbed children 
in conjunction with other forms oftreat.ment. 
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CHP.PTER I 
INTRODUCTIOH AND THEORETICAL B.ACKGROUND 
The purpose of this study is to dctennine lmether or not per­
ceptual~motor training has ~n eff~ct on the maladaptive beh~viors of 
emotionally disturbed children. The largest amount of research en 
perceptual-motor training has been focused solely on ment:aliy retarded 
children. Some of thi s research (Doman, 1960; HcCcrmick, 1968), h;ils 
shown improved reading and writing skills in the mentally retarded. 
A number of schools and social service agencies have generalized this 
success with th.e retarded to include children with other types of 
problems. They have ~dopted perceptual~motor training methods as 
tre~tment for children with le.rning or.hehavior~l probl~ms. This 
study was designed to determine.whether or not perceptual-motor tr;;.in­
. ing is a worthwhile treatment to use with children with behavioral 
problems. 
The perceptual-motor training methods chosen for this study 
were those developed by Radler and Kephart in their book, Success 
Through Play, (1960). Kephart 1s methods ~lere chosen because they
•• t~ 
are the methods most co~~only used in clinics, schools and soci~l 
service agencies tOday. Some of the loc<l.tions in tihich Kephart's 
m.ethods have been accepted inc lude: : tiinterhaven, Flori d~; Ka l;:lmazoo, 
Micldgan; Davenport, Iowa; .md Portland, Oregon.* 
*very recently there has been an increase in the use of 
perceptual..motor training methods to prevent the: development of many 
learning and b~havioral pro~lems before the child gets into the class­
room. In 1966, Portland i ni ti a ted a prevcntative progr.un for kinde r­
garten students. The title of the progr_11l was: "Indivi d'J.a li zed 
Perceptual-Motor St.udy". (Schncbdch, 1967). 
-It is likely th~t Keph~rt's methods .re more cOllullonly used be­
cause they ~re easy to use. These methods may be,used for behavioral 
pLoblems because in his theory of perceptual-motor development Kephart 
has related deficient developm~nt to social adjustment problems. 
K~phart feels that many children cannot adequately learn the social 
skills and adjustments rapidly enough to meet the expectations of 
th£ir environment without careful assistance. He states that: 
.:The sldlls of social adjustment, hO..lever, depend upon the 
more basic ski 11s t-lhich allow the child to adjust to concrete 
.objects and things. He must see the same things and it must 
elicit the slilme: type of response before there is a basis for 
social contact with another individual. (1960). 
Kephart's theory of perceptua I-motor deve lopment is similar to 
Piaget's in that he uses developmental stages. Kephart views percep­
tual-motor development as comprising six sequential stages in which 
the order of the stages was more important than the age at which the 
stage was reached. 
Six general stages a~e recognized in sequential order: 
1) A Gross-Notor Stage; 2) A Motor-perceptual Stage; 
J) A Perceptu:il.l-lftotor St.ge; 4) A Perceptu .. l Stage; 
5) A Perceptual-Conceptual Stage; 6) A Conceptual Stage. 
1h~y are heirarchiacal, building upon themselves in a 
related series, although it is recognized that there is 
some overlapping. Perceptual-motor learning is incomplete 
If the child's gross-motor learning has been distorted. 
Likewise, conceptual learning is hindered if arZ;;lS of 
gross-motor and perceptual-motor learning have been o~itted. 
(Ebersole, Kephart &Ebersole, 1968~ p. 65). 
Xephart (1968) has emphasized early motor learning in all of 
." 
hi.s research•. He places considerable emphasi s on early motor learn­
ing and on the devel?pment of learning patterns, rather than the learn­
ing of specific motor ski 11s. He states that these early responses 
are important in the process of learning and development as they be­
" " 
come the foundation upon which subsequent learning must be built. 
H~ indic;tes that it is to be expected therefore, that th~ early 
r~sponse generalizations exhibited by th~ child stem from motor 
r~spQnses. Kephart believes that because of this early learning, the 
3 
motor system has developed a certain body.of information before the 
perceptual system begins its development. 
Kephart states that specific movements develop out of a g~neral­
ized pattern of differentiation kno~1n as the cephal-caudal and proxi­
modistal trends. This means that the head and trunk r~gions develop 
before the lower limbs and that the large muscle groups ne~rer the 
center of the body develop before those nearer the extremities. He 
says that a child must learn to differentiate between his right and 
left sid~s and be able to control both, either simultaneously or 
separately and that the primary method for this is that of being able 
to balance. Kephart states that 'body image' or kinesthetic D.Wtlr~ness 
of where one is in space and the relationship of himself to other 
objects must be developed before the concepts of horizontal, vertical, 
and depth can be developed. He says that visual stimuli are vital in 
achieving awareness and understanding of these concepts. 
Kephart believes that if a child does not go through the develop­
mental stages in th~ order that he has outlined them, that he may 
. experience some learning and ~ocial adjustment failures. These failures 
could only be effectively negated by c)rrective perceptual-motor tr:ii.in­
ing. 
There is little research available using perceptual-motor train­
ing with emotionally disturbed children. There is less research relat­
ing perceptual-motor training to changes in maladaptive behaviors in 
emotionally disturbed children. There are a few stUdies which have 
investigated the perceptual-motor development of these children. 
The studies which ex~~ined the perceptual-motor development of 
emotionally disturbed children found these children to demonstrate 
inadequate functioning in perceptual-motor skills; (Llorens, 1964; 
Berkowitz, 1961; Grass, 1968). These studi~s used a variety of per­
ceptual-~otor tests, but no·reference was made to a possibl~ relation­
ship between inadequate perceptual-ltotor skills and maladaptive 
behaviors. 
A few studies have been done in which perceptual-motor trli1.ining 
w;s used with emotionally disturbed children. One of these studies was 
not interested in changes in maladaptive behaviors, but exclusively in 
4 
chan,;es in readin':; sldlls O~ahhJ 1Q 5<1;. Another stu~ly (r'.:;,jnta::, 19(8) 
did measure changes in IlI.1L'Id'1pt i v", ::":,,:hav 10;'5, but f<Jl.mr1 no sign lr lc;;lnt: 
change as a result of the trQln!n~. 
lng ......as used with Ch!1(~T8,r., "'it!: bch:'\vh"l!, r!·ob!f.",r:\~. Thet·f' i~ virtll':!!y 
no res€!:!!"ch that support~ Kq>bH"t::'sthcor 1'2'5 :.l[ percf>pt:u;';,] .~~itcr r'\{'vel ... 
opment. There is 1 itt:le l."U"::.il'ch ;;lso to SLli';;,)rL tile s:-'~ (;irlg <·Hlh(;).~rH::(; 
to the use of perc!'::pt\~al~r;I'Jtor t:;: ..\~!'d.n?; vith chUdn::n i·iith beha .... 1C'ral 
or f!U'lotional prf)blcms. rh~n: i.:\ a dcr.'and for: !7:t'i"~, :c~S(.u c:h in th)::'" 
area s inca t!'!i2 adopt len of ~~qh,1rt' s ;'l~th('d<::: b:: schn:ll G ,lIlO tU)£l tl';':r1t 
ngencies. This !:It:ur1y 'w"s di;<:!,SI",<:';cl to h:"l1[, :111 th: vC":ln 1~1 this ,n'.:?,;' 
by proV'idln~ 1nf\')rm~t io:! ahout thr. effect of pe:... c~:ptu,Jl ...Uio;;o'" Lr~ 1,d rig 
on malad3?LJve beh.:tvicrs of et;1c't~O)l~111y Ci;;'l~'l:rb".:d chlltlrcn. 
CHAPTER II 

Three agencies deal ing with emot lonally disturbec! childron. in 
the Portl~nd metroplilan area contaiaed the popul)ltloa from which the 
saDlple of. twenty emoUonally d.isturbed children was chosen for the 
study. On,z; ogency was a public school with two classrooms of emotiou v 
ally disturbed children. They used behavior mod!fication techniqu.;.)s 
for dealing with the childrens' learning and behavioral prcblslI1s. 
Another agency was a semi-res 1dental tt't~atm:aIlt center 'Io1hici:- usee: a 
combination of behavior illodiflc:ation techniques and milieu thf:r"py. 
A system of small classes on campus Is used for school. The children 
live on the campus during the we~k and go home for the weekends. ~. , 
.'''' 1 1 
of the chlldrens' families receive some counseling at the cent-:r. 
third agency was a rcsfdential center which uses a l:ot<1l milieu 
th;:;rapy ...here some oilhe chilcren return home for an occasional vis ~t 
and some of the families receive counseling at the center. TeachC:'rs 
come to the agenc;y ond wO:t'k with one or t,,,o of these children at a 
timE. The children were chosen for the study on the basis that thc:y 
'Weroa at lc.nst st~ years old an.d no more than twelve years old and that 
they 'Were not prcs<?ntly enrolled in a pe.rceptua l ..mbtor tra intng 
• pro-sram. 
The subjects were matched in pa irs accord !ng to the 11" ages and 
clinical dia~noses. 0ne half of each pair was randomly chosen to be 
a part of the exper Imental group by the toss of a coin. The other 
halw.'s of the p1.l irs ",'ere placed 1n the control ~roup. In order to 
obtain more 1llcanin?,ful results in analysts the subjects were cate­
gorized i-to two major dia~nostl.c ~roupl':, withdrawn and acting out. 
Tht' withdrawn 9,;roup included children with thcl:::;ht diso::ders such as 
childhood .<;chizophrenia and autL:-:m ~s well as child;:"en diagnc.",,'d only 
as "1ithdra,..rl. Tho e:cting out ~;roup l(':;!t;d~!d ~hil(!'.:'En ..,ah" dia",n':~>!5 
6 
After the children had be~n ~ssigned to either the experimental or 
the control group and to either the withdrawn or acting out group 
there were five withdra\ffi :and fiv'! ~cting out children in both experi­
mental and control groups. ~alf of the children from e~ch agency 
had been placed in the experimental group and the other half placed in 
the control group. 
The experimental subjects were listed alphabetically and then 
numbered consecutively. Experimenter I WilS ~ssigned Subjects 1, 2, 
3, and 4 and their matched pairs in the control group. Experimenter 
II was assigned to Subjects 5 and 6 and their matched pairs. 
Experimenters III and IV were assigned to Subjects 7, 8, 9, and 10 
consecutively and their matched pairs in the control group. Each 
experimenter was ;tssigned half experimental subjects and half control 
subjects in order to better insure that. any significant difference 
between the experimental and control groups on behavior or perceptua1­
motor ability Change was due to the treatment rather than the experi­
menter. 
II. TESTING AND RATING PROCEDURES 
All of the subjects were administered the Purdue Perceptual-Motor 
Survey designed by Roach and Kephart (Appendix A). Roach and Kephart 
estim~ted the reliability of this measure with a coefficient of 
stability which was .94. Each of the test items are scored according 
to Kephart's system. Each child obtained a score from 1 to 4 on each 
of. the test i terns. A h indicates a competent performance and a 1 
generally indicates that the child cannot perform the task. Each child 
obtained a total raw score which had a possible range of 22 to 88 
(Appendix C). 
Each subject had a behavior rating scale filled out on him by 
three adults who worked closely with him (Appendix E). The raters 
were teachers, t~acher aides and child care workers. The raters 
were unaware of which children would receive training and which would 
nat receive training. 
7 
The intra-rater rd.iablli::y 'WAS te:st.-:n ~t a fourth ag~ncy~ 
(Parry Center For Childr£!n). for C!mot !onaJly disturbed children in 
the Portland metro~olitan ~rca. Acoefficient of stability'~s used 
to estimotp the intra-rater reliability. Threo child care wcrkers 
vare asked toO rate four chHdren on the behavJor scale and five days 
later ~hey ,,:eI'c asked to rate the sam~ four ch.i ldreu ilg.:t in. The 
the coefficient and ....,as found to be si;Snlf ;'c,-mt at .01 for all of the 
corre t~t ions. 
TABLE I 
INTRAMRATER REL IAE n.ITY 
r 
RaU.'r I 
Chl.ld 1 
Child 2 
Child 3 
Child 4 
.1=186 
.529 
.552 
.857 
Rat~r II 
Child 1 
Child 2 
Chlld 3 
Child 4 
Rater III 
Child 1 
Child 2 
Child 3 
Child !.. 
.808 
.639 
.864 
.628 
.R22 
.683 
.937 
.856 
t 
8 
The behaviors were rated according to how much the .dult had 
noticed the presence of each behavior in the child. If the child 
displayed the b~havior vary often or more than once a day that be­
havior obtained a rating of 5. If the behavior had never been 
noticed, the behavior rating was 1. There were thirty maladaptive 
~haviors described in the scale. Each child obtained a total raw 
score on the scale which could range from 30 to 150 for each rater. 
These scores of the three raters were averaged to obtain an average 
total behavior score. Each child also received an anti-social sub. 
score (Appendix F) obtained from five of the behaviors described and 
an asocial subscore (Appendix G) obtained from another five behavior 
items. The subscores were developed in order to make a scale more 
sensitive to behavioral changes among withdrawn children by differ­
entiating the behaviors that are typical of withdrawn children 
(asocial behavioral) from those which are atypical (anti-social 
behaviors). 
yalidity Of The Behavior Sub-scales 
The face validity of the subtests in the behavioral scale was 
. established by having two persons, other than the primary experimenter 
who we~e familiar with disturbed children categorize all of the be­
haviors in the behavior scale into either anti-social behaviors or 
asocial behaviors. TWo child care workers who were not to be involved 
in the study were chosen for this task. There was total agreement 
among the two workers and the primary experimenter on all the items 
chosen for the two subtests. 
9 
IlL. TRAINING PROCEDURES FOR EXPERINENTAL SUBJECTS 
The experimental subjects received perceptual-motor training 
as defined by Kephart and Radler in ,their book, Success fhrough 
Pl~y, (1960), for one half hour, three times a week for nine weeks. 
The length of the study, nine \-leeks, was chosen so that if the method 
is effective, it can then be used in conjunction with a nine week 
gr~ding period in a school program. 
Each experimental child received training in each of the six 
main areas during each week. His elccomplishment of each step in the 
following tasks is recorded on a progress chart (Appendix H). Wntn 
he can competently perform a task on a regular basis, the date of 
accomplishment is recorded. A record is also kept of how much time 
ia spent on each activity every day (Appendix I). 
~gels-In-The-Snow 
The child lies flat on his back on the floor with his feet 
together and his arms to Ilis sides. First he is asked to move his 
ar.ms until his hands meet above his head, keeping his elbows straight. 
, 
He is encOUraged to push his heels against the floor as he moves his 
legs and to press his hands against the floor as he moves his arms. 
He. is 'also encouraged to click his heels as his feet come together 
and to slap his sides with his hands as he brings them back down. 
Initially the child can be helped by moving an arm or leg for him 
until he can complete the movement on his own. Once the child has 
le~rned these movements, the trainer m~y have him co~£ine leg and arm 
movements. His heels should click at the s~~e time that his hands 
slap his legs. The next step is to have the child move only his 
right leg, only his left leg, etc. If the child has difficulty hold­
ing the other limb still, the trainer may hold th~ other li~b for 
him, until he can accomplish the task by himself. The child may have 
aid in indentification of Q limb by touch until he is .ble to identify 
the part by pointing alone. After the chIld has ,mastered single 
limb control, he is asked to move his right leg and right arm together 
10 

and then his left leg and left arm. When this is accomplished, 
cross-lateral movements ar~ requested, such as left leg-right arm, 
and vice versa. l~en the afore mentioned tasks have been mastered, 
the child is asked to do the tasks in rhythm counting. tfihen this 
is accomp1 i shad, the chi ld is asked to repeat the same tasks whi Ie on 
his' st~~ch with a pillow placed under his abdomen. 
Walki ng Boar,d 
The child is first asked to start at one end of the board and 
walk slOtfly to the other end. Initially the trainer may aid the child 
by holding his hand. It is essential that the child walk slowly 
and that each foot be pl~ced squarely on the board so that toe and heel 
make contact on each step. After the child has learned to walk the 
board forward, he learns to walk it backwards. Initially the child 
is allowed to look back to see where he is going but must learn to 
master the task wi thout looldng. Next the chi ld learns to walk the 
board sideways. He begins by standing on the left hand end of the 
board and beginning with his preferred foot, steps out, shifts his 
weight, and moves his other foot until his feet are together. This 
sequence is repeated unti I he has crossed the board. Then he returns 
to the starting point with the sequence of actions reversed, leading 
with the other (non-preferred) foot. ~fuen the child has accomplished 
these three tasks and balance is maintained, he is taught to turn on 
the board. He is asked to walk forward across the board, and without 
stepping off, turn and walk side~ys back. When he has accomplished 
this half tum, he is asked to walk forward across and return wallting 
forward, making a full turn. Fina Uy he i sasked to walk backt-1ard 
across the board, make a full turn, and to return walking backwards. 
Balance Board 
(S~e Appendix D) The child st;rts with the five inch balance 
board and when he can balance without difficulty, he practices balanc­
ing on the four inch board. vfuen this is mastered, he practices bal­
ancing on the three inch board. When the child has accomplished this 
task, he is ~sked to bounce a ball whi 1e balancing. The chlld begins with 
11 
2. large (b~sketb.ll) b~ll ~nd decre~ses to 2 sm~ll (tennis) ball. 
He bounces the ball with both hands, then only the preferred hand, 
imd then the other h~nd. Whi Ie b~limcing on the board, 'the chi ld 
is then requested to pl2y c~tch with the trainer. Wh~n this is ac~ 
complished, the child is ~sked to perform his }1arsden b~l1 t~sks 
(see piige 12) while m~intaining his b~l:mce on the three inch bo~rd. 
Dr_wi ng Grun~s 
First the child is asked to trace with his fingers a dr~wing 
of a circle that the trainer has put on the chalkboard. When this 
is e~sily performed, the child is asked to draw a circle. The 
trainer may guid~ his hand to aid in closure. The circle must be 
drawn ~cross the midline and starting at the top, proceed counter­
clockwise if his right hand is preferred, or clockwise if the left 
hand is preferred. Next the child must be able to reproduce a 
straight vertical line, beginning by copying a line by the trainer. 
When the vertic~l line c~n be dr~wn wi thout aid, the chi ld may pro­
gress to horizontal lines in the same manner as the vertic~l. The 
horizont~l line must cross the midline of the body. Next the di~g­
on~l line is IntroQuced by asking the child to copy a tri~ngle and 
t.hen a di~mond. ~oJh.en the straight line t~sks h~ve been mastered, 
the child is ~sked t? participate in ~ game of following dots. The 
trainer pl~ces two dots on ,the ch~lkbo~rd and the child dr~ws ~ 
straight line from one to the other. When this is ~ccomplished wi th­
out overshooting the dots, more dots are 2dded, one 2t a time at 
random. The child is asked to move from one dot to the next without 
liLting his chalk. When the child has successfully aChieved this, 
t.he dots may be placed to make me~ningful designs. 
regPoard 
First th~ child is asked to copy ~ str~ight vertical row of 
pegs, t.hen a straight horizontal row, and then a di~gonal row. Next 
the trainer outlines ~ simple figure such as 2 square, tri2ngle, 
. \ 
12 
etc. and the child is asl{ed to make one like it on his board. He 
may look at the form during the entire tiae that he is constructing 
his copy. Initially the child may be aided by a cardboard template 
in the shape of the form presented as a guide. When the child can 
construct simple forms, more complex forms such as a house or boat 
ar~ introduced. A'lso specific color patterns otre introduced on the 
Simple forms and later the more complex forms. 
Marsden Ball
. 
The child stands arms length from the ball with the pivot line 
of the string directly in front of him. The trainer pulls the ball 
to one side and releases it, letting it swing acros~ in front of the 
child. The child is asked to reotch out and touch the ball as it 
passes in front of him. He is not allowed to obstruct the path of . 
the ball. At first the child must begin by holding his hand by his 
shoulder and thrust out to touch the ball, then he begins at a point 
by his eyes, and then from the hip. He must thrust in one steady 
movement and keep his head still, facing forward, but follow the 
ball with his eyes. This task begins with a sillal1 arc and increases 
to a larger arc of swing. Once he can do this, the child is instruc­
ted to thrust only when the,trainer says 'now'. When the child has 
mastered this task as the ball swings laterally, he is asked to per­
form the same task as the pall swings forward and back. On this task 
th~ child touches the ball from underneath. He should hit the ball 
s~arely from underneath •. When this task has been accomplished, the 
child may be given a short bat with which to bunt the ball. For this 
taSk, the child is asked to reach out and meet the ball, rather 
than waiting for the ball to hit the bat. When all Marsden ball 
tasks have been mastered, they may be attempted from the balance 
bo~rds. 
The tasks involved in the training are meant to improve coor­
dination, balance, and left and right differentiation•. Kephart feels 
that no single task can be used singularly for this improvement, it 
is necessary "to use all of the tasks. 
13 

JV. Pl{OC;:;!)urrss FOi{ CO:.'lTROL SUBJECTS 
The control subjcl;;ts recel':ed individu::l1. attantion for orte half 
hour. thn.z times a \1eck fer nine "eaks. The: time spent 'With tht:! COIL­
trol group included physical <Jctivities, (physical games and gen.f>r31 
pl<"lyground play), <"Ind quiet activities (checkers,.puzzles, et:c.). 
Ail of the experimenters attempteu t,l put equal emphasis on both the 
physical and quiet activities as often as pos.dblc. An acUvity 
. record lvas kept [or each chilclrccording what type of activity was 
participated in during each session (Appendtx J). 
v~ R~-TZSTING AND RATING 
At the end of the nine ,-reeks of individual attention or train~ 
ing all of the subjects vlero admini.stered the Purdue Pc:rcoptunl-HotoT 
Survey aga in to determine the nmount of incr.~ast.:' in pcrcf':ptunl-motor 
ability. One subject from the ~·7ithdrmm control group i·TZlS releasi?d 
from ::::!treat one of the agcncic:!s and l.:as not available for· tasting. 
The adults nho rat.ed the subjacts' behavior at the beginning of the 
study were again asked to fill out the behavicr rating scale on 
each child. Behavior ratings were obtain<>d on all b"enty subjects in 
the study. 
VI. HYpm'H~SES 
Based on research using perceptual-motor training cited earlier, 
it "Tas predicted that subjects in tha experlm~ntal grO\lp "1ould shem 
more 1rnprov('ment in pcrceptua I-motor ab i1 it les than subjects in the 
control group. Research cited in Chapter I demonstrated that one 
effect of perceptu~l-motor training with retarded children was that 
their SOCIal adjustment improved. On tne basis of that effect, it 
uaS predicted that Lhn 1..1aladu t,t ive behaviors of the exper lmontal 
subjects ~-Tould dccr~n$e nlore than the maladaptive.:? behaviors of the 
control suhj..;·cts. It 'Ivas predict~d thal the llithdri'nm .subjects ,..ouid 
Impro\Oe more in pcrc>::ptual-r;lotor ah ill t lesthan acting out suhjccts 
because thc~ \d :hr.lrmm subjects Here far bel o~" the ir age leve 1 in 
pcrC'c-pttlal-motor abilities a:1.d se.:mcd to ne~d the tr.:lining, ,;rh~rCias, 
the act in[~ out subjects ~Tcrc, on the avera3G, ",t 'age level. It w.:;s 
also predicted that the: dthctnnm l':ubjects '1h" received the training 
would it1r~rovc more bch,::tViornlly tht'.ll acttne; out subjects \-:ho received 
the tl.·a bin:; •. 
It was felt that the tr.:lining 'Would h~lp the vlthdraml sttbjccts 
to be I:1ore en·rare of themselve~.; in relationship to their envin)PJ1l€nt 
by forcir:.g thc;n tr) atto:nd to th~ nlOV€:t:lCnt and control of their 1 imhs. 
If th0rc is more awarenQSS among these subjects a~ a result of the 
trairdn.;, they may s~},md less tim8 hallucin:ttitH'.• Since a~ocial 
behaviors, rathC':r them anti-sociF11 are predominate among withara',m 
chlldi",,m and th(;! ~;j.thdrcnm children have been predicted t.o improvo 
the mosl, it nas also predicted that the asodal bch<1viors 011 t~l"! 
averagclwuld ShO~'7 .gr0<'ltel" change over time than .:ould the anti-social 
behaviors. 
CHAPTe:R 1 I I 
Kt;SU1.TS . 
I. REJ.. IABILITY OF THE BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE 
The· inter-rater rei iability of th~ behavior scnle was deter .. 
mined from the scores of thret raters' ratingz of.eight children who 
participated in the study. Raters I and II were teachers and rater 
III was a teacher's aide. The raters were given no other '.nstructions 
than those present on the form of the behavior rating scal~ (Appendix 
E). The scores of Rater I ~1ere correlated with those of Rater II to 
yield a coefficient of .846. Rater I scores were correlated with 
Rater III scores yielding a coeff Ic lent ofAl.500 and scores of Rater. II 
c~rrelated with those of Rater III gave a coefficient of .563. A 
t-tcst was conducted showing only one of the coefficients to be signif­
Ic.ant at .05. The other two coefficients were significant at .10. 
The results of these tests arc sho,m In Table 1I. 
TABLE II 
INTER-RATER RELIABILITY 
r t 
Raters I and II .846 2.449* 
Raters I and III .500 
-
1.413 
Rat~rs II and III .583 1.758 
'*p( .05 

1 ,; 
-. .., 
Since each child's behavior scClre ~as the mean of his three 
rat inis by the raters, the re l1ab ili ty of us ing the average -of the 
three raters was fIgured. Us ing the Spearmfln-BrO\m pred let ion formula 
a coefficient of .867 was determined. This for~ula Is similar to the 
Spearman-Brown Prophacy formula in that, reliability for the measure 
increases as the rllL'TIbcr of raters increases. 
I I • ANALYSES 
An analysis of variance for ~ three fnctor design ~.,ith repeated 
measut"es was used to determine the effectiveness of the treatmont in 
improving perceptual-motor abll it ies and behavior. 
!n~l~sls of Perceptual-Motor Change 
An alk.'llysis of variance was computed on the perceptual-motor 
scores and signJ.ficant differences were found bet\-1een groups and over 
time. The stttnmary of the analysis shown in Table III demonstrated that 
TABLE III 
SUHHARY OF ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE OF 

PERCEPTUALQ~10TOR AB 1L ITIES 

.;)~OURCE t. 'C;SS df F 
Betw(."!n Subjects 
A (Treatment) 
B ( Diagnosis) 
AB 
Between Subj. Error 
With in Subjects
- .. 
C (pre and post test) 
AC 
BC 
ABC 
Within Subj. Error 
Total 
'7,489.1-28 37 
1 
1 
1 
34 
38
-
1 
1 
,1 
1 
34 
75 
868.147 
1,298.504 
182.371 
155.580 
1,078.496 
373.503 
15.920 
267.057 
8.663 
5.0n* 
8.514** 
1.204 
124. 470''d: 
43.106''<>': 
1.837 
30.714'':;', 
868.147 
1,289.504 
182.371 
5,149.400 
'2,029,576 
1.078.496 
373.503 
15.920 
267.057 
294.600 
9~5l8.698 
*p < .05 
**p (' .01 
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~here were significant differences between the treatment groups ~nd 
.the di~gnostic groups. The tre.. tment difference was significant ;,t 
.05. The difference between the two diagnostic groups was signific­
cant ~t .01. The analysis showed th~t the perceptual-motor abilities 
of the, subjects increased over time, which was also significant at 
.01. There w~s signific~nt interaction between tre~tment and change 
ln perceptual-motor litbi 1i ties over time. An F test was perform~d on 
this and found to be significant .t .01, 3S seen in Figure 1. There 
140 
F(C ) = 1lto) en 130
.... 
0 
CJ 120 F(C2) II: 7.59** 

.... 110 

(f) 
0
..., ACll .. Experimental treatmentAl0 100 AC21=t =Control treatment 
..... 90 

.B" Cl 2 
~2 

g. pretest ,post-test 
CJ 
1-1
.., 
**p < .01A.. 
70 
en 65to) 
.... 
0 
0 60 (f) 
.... 
0 55
., 
50;: 0 
..... 45 
B" 40p. 
to) 

0 

.... 
~ 
Figure 1. Tre~tment effects over time 
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Ai • Experi menta 1 treatment 1El:.121 
..A2 Control treatmen t 
Bl .. Withdrawn subjects~1l1 JiJ3C'212
- B2 Acting out subjectsABC211 0:: 
Cl 2 

pretest post-test 

H-p <.01 
figure 2. Treatment and diagnostic effects over time 
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was significant interaction between.the treatment, diagnostic cate­
gory and perceptual-motor change over time as seen in Figure 2. It 
was also found to be significant at .01. 
The experimental subjects who were in the withdrawn diagnostic 
category made significantly more improvement in perceptual-motor 
all! lities than any other group. This is easily seen from the figures 
in Tablt IV. The withdravm subjects scored lower than the acting out 
subjects on the perceptual-motor test. prior to the training; however'. 
following training the withdrawn experimental subjects scored higher 
than the acting out control subjects. 
TABLE IV 
MEAN S:ORES FOR PEOCEPTUAL-!40TOR SURVEY 
Pre Post Total 
EXPERIMENTAL 
vIi thdr:awn 45.0 67.0 112.0 
Acting out 55.6 71.0 126.6 
CONTROL 
Withdrawn 41.0* 43.0* S4.0* 
Acting out 56.4 59.8 .116.2 
TOTAL 198.0 240.8 438.8 
*figured from 4 scores. 
Analysis of Behavioral Change 
The analysiS of variance on the total behavioral scores show 
a.significant change in behavior over time. The amount of behavior 
change was significant at .01. A summary of the analysis is shown 
in Table V. The analysis also pointed out that the amount of 
behavior change was closely related to the condition (experimental 
or control), in which the subjects had been placed. This relation­
ship which was significant at .01, is demonstrated in Figure J. 
]() 
TABLE V 

SUHNAi1Y OF ANALyg IS OF' Vfur:. lANCE OF 

TOTAL BEHAVIOR SCORES 

SOURCE 
-
df NS f
-
Between.Subjects ~,100.00 19
-
A (Treatment) 
B (Diagnosis) 
AS 
Between Suhj. Error 
67.599 
102.399 
52.899 
5,877.600 
1 
1 
1 
16 
67.599 
102.399 
52.899 . 
367.350 
.02 
.20 
.144 
'-lith!.n Sub.leets 637.00 .?Q 
C (pre and post test) 
AC' 
BC 
ABC 
With in Suhj. Error 
270.399 
168.100 
12.099 
19.599 
1G& .. 800 
1 
1 
1 
1 
16 
270.399 
168.100 
12.099 
19.599 
10.425 
26.129·""': 
16.1247** 
1.1616 
1.88 
Total 6,73i.')OO 39 
** p <.01 
155 
150 
145 
III 
C) 140 
t:: 
u 135til 
130t::
.... 
> ~ 
Gl 
CQ 
F (C1)" 11. 88"d~ 
F(e ) ... <1Z~21---~___ ~C1\.1"'22 Al e Experimental treatment 
AC- A2 ... Control treatmen.t12 

C
1 C.2 
pretest post-test 
**P (.01 
FiS~. Treatment effects over time 
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The experimental subjects who ue-I'e in the withdrawn diagnostic 
category made more improvement behaviorally than any of t:he other 
groups. This is apparent frolil the fIgures in Table VI. The wIth­
drawn subjects were g~nerally seen by the raters as more maladaptive 
than the acting ·out subj~cts pr-ior to the treatment, tlnd about the 
same as the acting out subjects after treatment. 
TABLE VI 
MEAN SCORES FOR THF: BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE 
Pre Post Total 
EXPERIHENTAL 
Vlthdrawn 77.0 142 .. 2 
Acting out 75.4 144.0 
CONTROL 
Withdrawn 66.6 65.8 132.4 

Acting out 72.4 71.0 143.4 

..... . ... ..• 
TOTAL 291.4 270.6 561.0 
GraphPs (Figures 4 and 5) were made to compare the change in 
perceptual-motor abilities with chnnge in behavior for all four of 
the groups. Nearly atl of the subjects improved In perceptual ..motor 
abilities. Most of the subjects ilfiproved in behavior also, but to 
a smaller degree. The perceptu~1 ..motor training appeared generAlly 
to effect behavior change which vas to decrease maladaptive behaviors 
in the chilc1ren, especially the withdrawn chlldren. 
Analysis of A.nti-Social Behavior Chans.c 
An analysis of the anti-social behavior subscores showed a 
slgnlfic3ht difference between the diagl.osl:ic groups, as 'Y<l$ predlcte.l. 
This d lffer~nce was s ignif Ieant at .01. The summary of this an.'llys Is 
is shown in Table VII. FiglJre 6 shows the relationship of the 
diagnostic c."ttegories to the change in anti-socIal behaviors over 
time. ThIs relationshIp va!" significant at .OS. 
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TABLE VI I 

SUl'n·JARY OFAr~ALYSIS c: VARIA~CE OF 
ANTI-SOC IAL B~~P.AV lOR SC0aES 
- -- -
ss df t-fS
-
F 
.Betveen· Sub j ect.s (~, 569 .]},5 

-
19 ,­
A (Treatment) 55.225 1 
 55.225 .5667 

B (Diagnos is) 2,491 c 225 
 1 
 2,491.225 30.1364"d~ 
AD 11:.025 1 
 11.025 , .1129 

Bet\o,"'een Subj. Error 1,561.800 16 
 97.6125 
Within SUbJect!!, 20 

C (pre and post test) 

414••,?QQ 
38.025 1 
 38.025 2.399 
'AC 15.625 1 
 1.5.625 .988 

BC 93.025 1 
 93.025 5.846'1" 
ABC 13 .. 22.5 1 
 13.225 .8311 

Within Subj. Error 254.600 16 
 ·15.9125 
, 
Total 4,82.3.875. 39 

-
*'i: 
p (.05 
** p <.01 
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Fisure 6. Diagnostic category and anti-social behavior changes 
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As the acting out subject.s improved behaviorally, their. anti .. 
.5001a1 scores decr~ased, and as the wlthdra·wi.subjects improved th!;!ir 
antl ..social scores tended to increase. This relation.shlp can be seen 
in Figures I and 8. As the perceptual·mo~or abilities increased the 
anti-social scores of the acting out subjects decreased. As the 
perceptual-motor ab II it les Incl'oased for wlthdralm subjects, there 
was very little change overall In ahti-social behavior. 
It was interesting to note that the treatmGnt didn't seem to 
effect very much improvement in anti-social behaviors except for the 
exper lmental act lng out group. The wi thdrawn ch ildron who \I\:?re in
. 

the control group displayed more improvement here than did the experi­
mental withdrall.'ll. This r-elattonship can be- seen in Table VIII. 
TABl,E VIII 
M~N SCORES OF TUE ANTI·SOCIAL BEHAVIOR SUBTEST 
EXPER IHENT.AJ~ 
Withdrawn 
Acting out 
_.Ere 
26.4 
43.8 
27.4 
41.4 
_Total 
53.8 
90.2 
CONTROL 
Withdra,,'1\ 25.0 26.2 51.2 
Acting out 43.0 40~4 83.4 
TOTAL 143.2 135.4 278.6 
Annlysis of AsocIal Behevlor Change 
An analysis of asocial behavior change revealed many signifi­
cant differences. There was a difference between the dIagnostic groups 
Significant at .01. There was a significant change in asocial be­
havlors over time and this was also significant at .01. The 
sumrnary of the analysis In Table IX indicates several interaction 
effects. The treatment c01l.ditlon o;.f'fccted the amount of improvement 
in asocial behavior .. This rehtion.:;hip can be sct>n in Figure 9; it 
vas significant at .01. The diagnostic cate~ory had a greater effect 
27 
TABLE; IX 
5UHHARYOF A,.~ALYSI~ Of VARIANCE: OF 
ASOCIAL BEIL\VIOR SCORES 
• 
ss 
.­
SOURCE df F 
~9J~.?C~1l Subjects. 2.,918.4,Q 19 
A. (Treatment) 28.90 1 28.90 1 
B (Diagnos is) 1,716.10 1 1,716.10 13. 996*~': 
AS 211.60 1 211.60 1. n5 
Between Suuj. Error 1,961.80 16 122.61~3 
. 
. 
Hithill Subjects 494.00 20 

C (pre and post. test) 
 168.10 21. 1 7B~'/~1 168.10 
AC 67.60 1 67.60 8.516':" 
BC 78.40 1 18.40 9.877":>': 
ABC 52.90 1 52.90 6.664~'< 
lTlthin Subj. Err0:­ 127.00 16 7.9375 
Total 4,412.//1) 39 
, 
*p<.05 
** p <.01 
425 
C/) 
Col 400 ~ 
Cfl 
u 375 
~ 350
-~ 325 
Col 
c::\ 300 
-
.... 
0 
III 
0 
F(C ) .. 7.07*1 
F(C ) 
-. 12
-
. AC 22 
AC1'2 
II:' Experimental treatmentAl 
.. Control tre~tncntA2 
C C2pre~es't post .. test 
< 
CIl 
*p ( .05 

Flsur.e_9._ Trentment and asocial behavior change. 

28 
on asocial behavior change than treatrnE:nt. As is shown in Figure 10, 
this relationship l:ras significant at .01. This effect wns to be ex­
pected because the ~lithdrmm subjects uouJ.d hav'2 larger asocial SCOI.·~S 
than the actin3 out subjects. For the first time in all of 
500 
F(C ) a 19.29**450 l
400 F (C ).. 8.06"':2350 
B1 = 'Hthdra~m s\ibjects300 
250 .....__--:.____..:...._ B2 .... Act log out- suhjects 
C C 
pretest pos£-test 
*p <.05 
**p (.01 
Figure 10. Diagnosis and asocial behavior chanse. 
the anaiyses. a combined effect of treatmli:l'll Glno diagnosis is evident. 
There was a def1nit~ relationship bet~,'een th€' tr'~<lt:ment: condition, 
diagnostic category and the amount of ir.1prOVem-;;;llt in asocial behaviors 
over time. This relationship sign1fic.:mt Cl.t .OS, 1s illustrated in 
Figure 11. Table X 5h0\07s that the withdnn..n childr.en in the experi­
mental group improved significantly, but there ~as lIttle ch~r.ge in 
the other three groups. 
TABU; X 
HUN SCORES OF THE ASOC 1AL BEILtW lOR SUBTEST 
Pre Post Total 
EXPER U18NTAL 
'~ithdra~n 51.4 39.6 91.0 
Actill.~ out 28.6 27.0 55.6 
CONTROL 
Hithdr.zn;n 40.2 38.2 78.4 
Actin'S out 31.2 30.2 61.4 
TOTAL 151.4 135.0 
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Tbe:te 'Vas a s ignH lcant d if fE:J:'enc€: b.:;;lwcen the •.... ithdra"'ll. 
experimental and the withdrawn contr.ol subjects in Ctsoci.!ll behavior. 
change. Yherees, the~c was I1ttl~ dtfferencp between the acting out 
experiemental and the actin~ out control subjects. The asocial be­
havior appeared to chanr;;e as an effect of th~ perceptual-motor train­
Ing for 'llthdrawn children. This reliltionship can be Seen in Figure 
11. The training had little effect on the asocial behaviors of acting 
out children. This relationship Is evident as seen in Figure 12. 
Analysis of Behavioral Improvement Bet~·een Asencies 
An analysis of variance was computed on behavior change between 
agencies. An analysis of this type was felt co- be necessary because 
the three agencies involved in the study repres<lnted three different 
types of treattl1ent philosophy. A summary of this analys ls is pre­
sented in Table Xl. A significant dHfererLce was found between 
TABLE XI 
SUHt'lARY OF ANALYS IS OF VAR lANCE OF 

BEHAV lOR CHANGE BET'ltlEEN AGENC IES 

SOURCE: SS dE HS F'~
Between Subjects 6.599.72 S9 
A (Treatment) 
B (Agency) 
AB 
Between Subj. Error 
207.24 
1,949.34 
382.89 
4,060.25 
1 
2 
2 
54 
207.240 
97{~.670 
191.445 
75.190 
2.756 
12.963"";': 
2.546 
\Hthln, Subjects 675.78 60 
C (pre and post tests) 
AC 
BC 
ABC 
Within Subj. Error 
348.99 
161..07 
52.92 
21.30 
88.50 
1 
1 
2 
2 
54 
31",,8.990 
164.070 
26.460 
10.650 
1.637 
213.207":'1: 
100. 2261:~': 
16.163"",· 
6.505": 
Total 7,275.50 ,119 i 
*p (.OS 
**p (.01 
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32 
agencies on behaylor scores. this ""s slgnificant at .01. rhere 
was a significant change in b;;ohav1or scores O'v'et" tim~, signif icant 
at .01. All of the $ubjetcts impt"ov€d f,:o·:n the tre.. tment received at 
the three dlffl;:~~E!nt Rgencies. Tl'l'~ ttealil!cnt of tr.e experiment had 
a s ignlf iC.lnt effect on the behavior scores and ~ imnar to the effect 
shown In the analysis of variance for the total behavior scores, It 
vas significant at .01. This relationship is presented in Figure 13. 
400 

35Q 

300 

250 

200 
 Al • Experimental treatment 
150 
A~ -.Cohtrol treatment100 '--__....___--t._ .. 
c C1pretest pos~-test 

**.p{.Ol 

Figure 13. Treatment and behavior chan~e over time 
The relationship between agency and behavior scores over time was 
found to be significant at .01. This relationship, which is demon­
strated In Figure 14, indicates that improvement in behavior varied 
160 
150 
CQ 140 
ClI 
~ 130 
0 . 
CIl 120 
t 110
-::­
r;l 
.t: 100 
III 
c:Q 
BC21~OC22

-BC ..... F(C ) • 20.56**
U 1 U.92*"'r 
F(C ) a 2.83, 3.332~31~ 
Bl - Public schoolBc32 
ResidentialB2 • 
c C 8) - Semi-residential2pre!est post-test 
*>'<p <.01 
Fi~ure 14. A~ency and behavior change o'le:::- time 
33 

between the 2g~ncies. !tIe beh~vior scores were effected over time 
by treatment .md agency comlJinations. ThIs relationshi.p, illustrated 
in Figure 14, indicates that improvement in behavior varied between 
agencies and experimental conditions. The behavior scores were effected 
over time by treatment an~ agency combinations. This relationship, 
illustrated in Figur~ 15, was significant at .0,. Table XII also 
points out this relationship effectively. The subjects who ~ere in 
85 
80 
15 
til 70 $.< " 
0 
0 65 
V) 
$.< 60 
0 
...... 55! 
" 
50 
a:l 
lilx:121~ fABC221~ 222 1.002(C1 ) '" ~l3l ~122l11 f(C2 ) '" 5.80* :A'tC211 ~212 
. 112 co Experim€!!ntal treat-Al 
ment 
A2 co Control treatment 
- iu:c .132 B1 = Public school ABC 231 
------..:. ~232 ,. B2 -= Residential 
Cl C =Semi-residentialpr.etest post-test B3 
f:igure, .l? Treatment, agency and behavior change over time 
TABLE XII 
MEAN S:ORES FOR THE BEHAVIOR SCORES OF AGENCIES 
P.re Post 
EXPERl}~ENTAL 
Public school 73.00 
Resid~nti&ll 80.50 
Semi-residential 74.00* 
,. ".'.L ., ...... 
68.50 
70.25* 
57.00 ­
CONTROL 
Public school 10.00 69.00 
Residentii.l 
Semi-residential 
77. 25* 
53.00 
76.7~ 
,$0.2," 
139.00 
154.~ 
103.2, 
........
•• III .. hUM • l4Si6A<:bt!ct t '''I' ».r Si!nlllUiltJ ,." ,a::_PltfaUt!I I LM, ItlIiIIi 
TOTAL 427.75 391.75 819.50 
*Figured from 2 scores. 
34 
the experimental eondition an.d. the seml·reslckntial tl-eatr.lent agency 
showed the greatest amollnt of imp:~oi/cment'. ThE:' next largest imprcNe­
ment came from experimental subje.cts tn the res ident ial tre"ttncnt 
agency, but the lonst amo'.mt of improveml;!nt WlIS among control subjects
, 
in the residential treatment agency. 
A graph, (Flgur~ 16)) was r'lade comp,'\ring pcrceptual ..motor 
sbU ity and behavioral change between the agencies. The figure 
demonstrates the difference between the agencies on behavioral improve­
ment. Differences in perceptual-motor ab 111t ies shows up 0Illy between 
experimental and control subjects with some difference between with­
dra~m and acting out !'lubject.~, esp(;c:ially prior ·to the treatment. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SIDqrJI..ARY, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. SUMMARY 
Twenty emotionally disturbed children between the ~ges of six 
and twelve from three agencies providing special tre~tment for behav­
ioral or emotional problems were the subjects for this study. The 
subjects were divided into two major di~gnostic categories, withdrawn 
and acting out, and then matched in pairs by age and diagnosis. One 
h~lf of each pair was randomly assigneq to the experimental condition 
and the remaining halves were assigned to the control condition. Both 
the experimental and control groups contained five withdrQwn and five 
acting out subjects. Four experimenters were used, and each experi­
menter worked with two or four experimental children and their matched 
control subjects. 
The Purdue Perceptual-Hotor Survey was :acillinistered to all the 
subj~cts prior to the experiment and behavior ratings of maladaptive 
behaviors were obtained on each child from three adults who worked 
closely with the child. Using the methods outlined by Kt,phart and 
Radler in Success Through P1:a~, (1960), the experimental subjects re ... · 
ceived perceptual-motor training for one half hour three times a week 
for nine weeks. The control subjects received individual adult atten­
tion for the same a~ount of time in the form of activities and games. 
At the <!:nd of the nine weelts the subjects were test.ed \or! th 
the Purdue Perceptua1-Y'Lotor Survey and new beh~vi or rat ings were 
obtained. The behavior scale w~s analyzed as a total score and then 
two subscores wtre obt~ined for 2nti-social and asocial behaviors. 
The anti-social ~nd asocial subtests contained five behavioral items 
each and wtre designed to give « ~ore s~nsitive me;sure of m;lad.ptive 
behavior, especi21ly for withdr~wn subjects. Prior treatment 
-37 
experiences with withdrawn children have established th.t these child­
ren often display an incntilse in .ggressive or .nti-soci.l behaviors as 
their withdrawn or ..social behaviors decrease. Analysis reve:21ed 
that: 1) The experimental subjects' perceptu.1-motor scores increased 
more than the control subjects' perceptu.l-motor scores, especially 
among withdrawn subj!cts; 2) The training h~d little effect on the 
maladaptive behaviors of the acting out SUbjects. The experimental 
acting out subjects improved beh.vioral1y, but not significantly more 
th.n the control acting out subjects; 3) The tr.ining had a. significant 
effect on the maladaptive behaviors of the wIthdrawn children. The 
total beh.vior scores and the asocial behavior scores of the experi­
mental withdrawn children improved significantly, .nd their anti­
social beh.vior scores showed little ch.nge. 
The subjects of the study came from three agencies with differ­
ent treatment philosophies. The experimenter felt it would be of 
interest to determin~ beh:Avioral improvement differences between 
agenCies. It was felt that this might suggest that a particular 
type of treatment would be m.ore effective to use in conjunction "lith 
p~rceptual-motor training. 
One agency was a public school with spacial classrooms for 
emotionally disturbed children which exclusively used beh.vior modifica­
tion te;chniques. Another .ge:ncy was Q residenti.l treatment center 
which was designed for a milieu therapy, in which the children are 
tot~lly removed from the home. The third. agency was « semi-residential 
tr£.tment center which used. combination of milieu therapy and be­
havior modification techniques. The children of this agency return 
home for weekends. There were equal numbers of ~cting out, withdr.wn, 
experimental and control Subjects within any single .gency. An 
analysis of th~ amount of beh.vioral improvement within each agency 
revealed that there was significantly more improvement among the sub­
j~cts from the semi-resident.l treatment agency. 
II. DISCUSS ION 
There were many Umit:~tions to this study and further study
\ 
is ind ieated. A s inlilar type of study needs to be performed where 
the behav lor raters are tra ined~ The "t'aters for this study were not 
trained for observing behaviors and rating their frequency. Although 
there were specific instructions as to the frequency of a behavior on 
the rating scale, there ,were several discrepancies on a specific' 
behavior of a particular child. In nearly every -cae,e, however, this 
problem was compensated for by using the avera~e of tht'ee raters. 
Usually the differences were small enough so that the average rating 
vas a good r,presentat~ve of the frequency. 
The tr~in)n5 procedures and the perceptual-motor abilities test 
used in this Istudy were both develop;::dby, Kephart. Several of the 
items used i*the training were also a ,part of lhe test. If the 
study should I be replicated another test, (one not designed Ly Kephart), 
i
"should I)e us~d. 
There ras inadequate representation of emotional and behavioral 
problems of fhildren in this study. Some types of emotional problems, 
such as SCherl phobia, were not present!n the study. Perhaps a 
random samplje larger than twenty would include more of a variety of 
emotional a-qd behavioral problems. 
This Jtudy did not find deficiencies In perceptual-motor develop­
ment among ,hese children as other studies have found. The acting 
out childrej were found to be close to age level on all of the test 
items excepf ocular central. The withdrawn subjects \-lere, however, 
defic lent ir many of the areas. All of the children appe1'!red to have 
difficulty 'fIith ocular control. It was interesting to note that the 
i
training ha~ little or no effect on their ocular difficulties. 

Prey iiOUS research ind icated that perceptual-motor tra filing had 

i 
no effect iO maladaptive behaviors of emotionally disturbed children. 
This study Ifound that the training had a significant eff<:ct on tho 
maladaptiv1 behaviors of children with certain types of emotionsl 
problems. IChildren who were llithdrawn, childhood schizophrenic, and 
39 
autistic displayc:d a sign if icant 3!:'lount of behavioral improvement <'IS 
a result of the t:ra Inl!lg. It 'Would be of interest to test these 
children again in siY- !:1onths to see if the effect was a. long range 
one. 
As the.training progressed the experimenters and raters indicated 
that they noticed an increose in the attention span of the withdrawn 
subjects ,~ho were in the experimental condition. They also n.oted a 
decrease in the 'amount of time spent hallucinating amon~ the autistic 
I 
and schizophrenic children. It appeared to the experimenters that 
perhaps these cl)Hdren were more able to ident ify the differences 
between themselyes, others and objects in the ir(:nvironment. 
The subjects from the semi-residential a~ency improved more 
behaviorally than subjects frol71 the other tWQ agenctes. This improve­
r 
ment may be accounted for by the use of more than one type of treat­
ment, (mil leu therapy and behav!c·,r. :mod 'ficat ion), and. by the agency's 
close work with 'eac'h child's par~nts. This agency reqtlired that the 
r ' • 
parents of the children admitted for treatment cooperat~ with the 
social ;;orkers a,nd t"~ceive cOJ,lllseling and direction from them~ The 
other two agenct'es did not require this of the parents, in fact, one 
agency had several children who yerc wards of the court. 
III. CONCLUSIONS 
Perceptun1!·motor training improves porc(!ptual-motor abilities 
In emot ionally disturbed children. The 'Withdr~un subjects scored 
lower in per.;;eptpa l-r..otor ab i1it ies than th€' act ing out subjects 
prior to the trainin~. The withdrawn subjects who received the train­
ing improved more in perceptual-motor abilities as a group than any 
of the other groups. The re:.:ults of this .studY'indicate that per­
ceptual-motor training Is ;3"1 effective method of increasing perceptual­
motor abllitle5 among dis::urbed children, especially withdrall.'1l chil'-ren. 
Nos!; of the subjects involved in the study improved be>haviorally 
durin~ the course of the study. The acting out subjects who received 
the trn ining improved a small amount more than those subjects who did 
not receive the training. The ~.... ithdrawn. subj(!ct~ who received the 
40 
training, hcrNever, impnwE:-d to lJ. si:~nHh:;:>nt degree. TheSE: ~Ubj0CtS. 
diagn.osed as w!tndr.;<.m, chlJdhood schhophrenic and autistic, dis­
played a tremendous decrease. in mnladaptivc h.cha.viors from before 
• training to after training beh.'lvior ratiq;E. for all withdrawn sub"" 
. 
. jects who received the training their asocial scores decreased to a 
significant degree. This effect was not present among the wlthdralm 
subjects who did not rece he tho. tt:a ining. 
The findin~s of this study suggest that perceptual-motor train­
Ing can b(! used effectively as partial treatment for wIthdrawn, child­
hood schizophrenic and autist ic children. Children with behav ioral 
problems, ~'1hich arC' ag~ressive or destructive in nature, might benefit 
-as well from a r.::~ular physical education progr,:Ha in conjunction 
with treatment [0...' th€'ir behavl(..'lr diso]:-dors. 
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Diagnosis 
Examiner Date of Examination 
S.core 
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Vertical Line n rr() C 
:;rw 
1-" 
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Rhythm 0 r. 
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Orientation 
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Both Eyes 
Ris;ht Eye 
Left Eye 
I'ush·Up 
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0 0 
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r-: 1-­
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DALANCE AND POSTURAL FLEXl!)1,!.. lTV 
1. WAI,!{1NG nOARD 
Steps off bOD.rd . Cumments: 
Pauses frequently 
Uses one side cf body more 
consistently than other 
Avoids Balance: 
Runs 
Long steps 
Feet crosswise of board 
Naintains inflexible posture Score 
Bact~~lal'd 
Steps off board COIllIIl<:1UtS: 
Pauses frequently 
Uses one side of body more 
consistently ,than other 
Avoids Balance: 
Runs 
Long steps 
Feet cros'swise of board 
Twists body to see where he 
is going 
"fust look at feet 
P-taintalns inflexible posturo Score 
S ide1-1 i S t! 
Unable to shift veight from one COmrne n t: s : 
foot to the other 
Confusing or hesit~tion in 
shiting weight 
--
48 
Crosses one foot over the other 
Steps .off board 
Performs more easily In one 
direction t~an the other: 
Right lead 
Left lead 
2. JUNPING 
!!2,th Feet 
Cannot keep bo.th feet together 
Uses one side of body only 
"Ties" one side of body to the 
other 
Postural shi~t not smooth 
, 
Cannot keep opposit:e footolf 
the floor ­
Performance better on one 
foot than other: 
Right 
Left 
Movement not free 
Hesitates after each step to 
determi~e which side to use 
Cannot remain in one spot while 
performing 
Cannot shift easily from side 
to side 
Movements jerky and lack rhythm: 
All patterns 
Asymetrical patterns only 
s.core . 
Comments: 
Comments: 
Com:ments: 
Score 
49 
BODY nIAGF.: AND DIFFERENTIATION 
3, IDENTIFICATION OF B03Y Pp~TS 
Show h?sitancy in one or more Comments: 
responses 
Does not touch both members 
of paired parts 
Must "feel around" to find 
parts 
Makes more than one error in 
identification Sr.ore 
4. IHITATION OF NOVEHENT 
f}t~fltl1 

fIfifffI 

Does not mirror the patterns Comments: 
Not consistent (sometimes 
mirror. sometimes parallel) 
Shows hesitation or 
certainty 
lack of 
Makes abortive movements 
Moves woilg 11mb 
Recognizes errors after 
delay 
some 
Does not recognize 
spontaneously 
errors 
Score 
--­
5. OBSTACLE COURSE 
Going ~ 
Over-estimates (steps too high) Comments: 
50 
Catehes foot on bar 
Cannot eorreet on one repeti­
tion 
Knoeks bar of f 
Bends too low to elear bar 
Cannot eorreet on one repeti­
tion. 
Going 
Does not turn body 
6. KRAUS.UEBER 
Cannot raise chest and hold 
Cannot raise legs and hold 
7. ANGELS.IN-THE.SNo\l 
Must look from· one limb to the 
other to identify 
Cannot identify by visual data 
alone 
Requires tactual information 
to identify limbs 
Taps or moves limb on floor 
to identify 
Abortive movements to get 
started 
Hesitation at beginning of 
movement 
Movements ~re hesitant and 
jerky 
Overflow into other limbs than 
those called for 
Movements do not reach maximum 
extension 
Comments: 
~e.tween 
Commeo.nts: 
Seore 
Comments: 
Score 
COllunents: 
51 
Requests r'ep~tit ion of instruc­
tions 
Cannot correct response on 
repet it 101' 
PZRC
ona 
EPTUAL-NOTOR 
Score 
~1ATCH • 
8. CHALKBOARD 
Circle 
Does not reach proper size Comments: 
Direction incorrect for hand 
used 
Drawing not directly in front of child 
Doos not cross midline 
Shape of circle no:: accurate 
Must stop to "think out" next 
move during pcr~ormance 
Wrist: is stiff and difficult 
to control 
Still shows difficulty after 
3 or 4 attempts 
,Double Circl~ 
Does not reach proper size Comments: 
First.attempts are small and 
far apart 
Circles overlap 
One circle larger than the 
other 
One more accurate than the other 
Circles dl3wo one on top of the 
other 
Direction incorrect 
Hands parallel 
Opposite but wron~ direction 
52 
'Circles flat toward inside 
Inaccuracies which are not parallel 

in both circles 

'Visual attention directed to 
one hand 
M~ement of two arms not 
sy\"\chronl zed Score 
--
Lateral Lines 
;;.;;.;..;.;:;,;;;. 
''Walks'' acl.-OSS the board 	 Comments: 
Draws left half with left hand, 

right half with right hand 

Pivots body to avoid crossing 

midline 
Difficulty when hand is on 
opposite side of midline 
False starts 
Pauses and confusion 
Inaccuracies Score 
yertical Lines 

Lines bow Comments: 

Markedly 

Slightly 

Visual~ttention to one hand 

only 

One hand ceases to function 

during performance 

Hands move alternately, not 
Simultaneously Score 
9. 	 RHYTHMIC WRITING 

l'totifs 

3._~1. 
2. 4. 
53 
·5. 7. 
8 • 
. Hesitant and jerky 
Movement cramped and inflexible 
Rhythm not constant 
Directional reversals or 

confusion 

Order reversals or confusion 
Line of motifs slants 
Characters in motifs slant
.. 
Inaccurate reproduction 
S be does not rema in consta~t: 

throughout performance 

Characters become smaller as 

performance is sustained 

Excessive movement of hips 

or trunk 

OCULAR 
10. OCULAR PURSUITS 
Moves head instead of eyes 
Eye 	movements are jerky 

Throughout 

At extremes only 

Movement jerk at midline 

Eyes do not work together 

One. eye remains stationary as 

other moves 

One eyo leads the other 

markedly 

OVershoots or undershoots 

during pursuit 

Scores: 
Rhythm __ 
Reproduction 
Orientation· ___ 
CONTROL 
Comments: 
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Looses visual contact with 
target during movement 
Then contact Is lost. cannot 
rega in eas Hy 
One eye "wanders off" the 
target 
Throughout 
At extremes only 
Changes eyes at midline 
Convergence 
Impossible at 4 inches 
Sluggish 
Uneven 
Scores: 
Both eyes ______ 
Right eye 
Left eye 
Convergence 
FORM PERCEPTION 

11. VISUAL ACHIEVEHENT FORMS 
Changes orientation of paper 
to alter direction of movement 
Segments drawings 
Internal lines of divided 
rectangle segmented 
"Ears" on forms 
Drawing markedly larger or 
smaller than copy 
No discernible organization 
Organization on page Is: 
Left to right 
Vet-tital 
Circular 
Comments: 
Score 
Organization 
Comments: 
Score 
APPENDIX B 

AU4INISTRATION PROCEDURES FOR 

THE PURDUE PEFCEPTUAL-MOTOR SURVEY 

:rest. I .:.- ~lalking B2.~u'd 
The examiner says to the child, "Get up on the board .md walk 
to the other end. II When the chi Id ha.s reached the fOi.r end of the 
board, the examint:r says, "Now walk it b.ckward." When he has 
crossed the board again, the ex;uniner says, Now walk it sidel.rays. fI 
When he has wnlked the board sideways in one direction, the E:xaniner 
says, "Now COf.le back sideways." 
Test II -~. Jumping 
The eX;L'1liner says, "Place both feet together tilnd jump one step 
forward." lJext he instructs the child to "Stand on your rig'lt foot 
wi th your left foot off the floor and jump one step for"Iard wi thout 
putting your left foot down." Then he says, I'Now stand on your left 
foot with your right foot off the floor and ~~ forward without put­
ting your ri ght foot dmm." The examiner thea asks the child to 
skip across the room. The examiner next says to the Child, "I want 
you to hop once on the right foot, then once on the left, once on the 
ri ght, then left, and so on. It If the child stops, the extaminer says, 
tr1\eep going." If the child p~lUses bet~leen each hop, he says, "Can 
you go faster?" If he move-s forward, the examiner says, "St~y in one 
place and keep hopping. I' Next the ex~iner says, "NoW' hop twice on 
your right foot, twice on your left foot, tilnd ke~p going." Next the 
examiner says, "Now hop twice with your left foot and once with your 
right ;.tnd keep going. 1I 
lest III -- Identificeltion of Body Parts 
The. exa.miner s~ys, "Touch your shoulders•. Touch your hips~ 
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Touch your head. Touch your a~l:,l,=s. fouch your cars. Touch your 
feet. Touch your eyes. Touch your elbov1s. Touch your mouth." 
rest r: -- 1m! tat ion Sf ?12'TCment§. 
The exami:l.e:r says to the child~ 1t1 <lr.! going to lIlCNC my arms 
and I ,,,ant you to move your arms just like I do. A:'-e you ready?" 
The examiner dl?JTiOnstrates the following pes it 10nl';; 
:fjf~flf}f 

tlff1f f* 
Test V -- Obstacle Coursn 
The exandner takes a broom handle, placing it level with the 
child's kr.c€> hei.ght, says to thi;> child, "Step over the stick." 
Plac ing the broom handle about tl.fO inch~s belo~·] the child'!=; shoulder 
height, the examiner says, "Duck unncr the sUe!,." Then thE:.' examiner 
puts the end of the broom handle just far enough a'·;ay from the wall so 
the child can get between the end of it and the ,.all if he turns hIs 
body s idc,.rays. The examiner then says, ":;0 bet"rocn the wall and the 
stick withnut tOllching either." 
• 
Test ~n 
The eXtlr:tlner has the child lie face do~,:'l:1 on a rug or mat and 
tells him to place his h:'lllas bohind hi!:: hend and clasp his hanc:s to­
gether. The Examiner holds the child's feet a:-.d says, "Raise your head,. 
shoulders, and chest off the floor '"hile I count to ten." Then the 
examiner sais tn the child, "Put your hands lJenc:'ath your face. Raise 
your 1€3!~ 0':1: th~ floor ,dtho'o..lt bending yocr ~nees 'to:hlle I count to 
ten." Th~ t'xC\.mlncr holds the child's chest down by placln6 a hand bc­
tween hl~ shoulder blnd~s. 
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The examiner asks the child to lie on hl~ back on a rug or mat 
with his le~s t:o-~eth'er and his arms at his sides. He says to the 
chUd, "move just this arm," poInt Ing to the right arm. "Now nlove 
your arm back to your side." Then he says, tlNove just this arm", 
pOinting to the left arm. "No~ move it back to your side. "Move just 
this leg",. pointing to the rigl'\t le~. "Now back together. Nove just 
this leg", pointing to the left le~. "Now back togethc-r. Nove both 
arms. Now back. Move both legs. Now back. Nov:e this arm and this 
leg", the e.xaminernow points to the left arm and left leg. "Now back. 
}olove this arm and this le~", as the examiner points to the right arm 
and right leg. "Now back. Move this arm and this leg", the examiner 
is polntin~ to the right arm and left leg. "NoW' back. Hove this arm 
. and this le~~',. as he points to the left arm anG rIght leg. "Now back". 
Test VI!! -- Chalkboard 
.The examiner gives the child a piece of chalk and says, tlDr~~.. 
a circle." Next the examiner says, "Take a piece of chalk in each 
hand and draw two circles at the same time." Then the examiner asks 
the child to turn away so. he will not see the examiner place two "x's tl 
about 2~ to 30 inces apart on the chalkboard. The examiner says to 
the child, "Draw aline from one "x" to the other." Then th€ examiner 
places two "x's" on the chalkboard in such a manner that the child 
must extend hIs hand in order to reach them. The examiner says, "Take 
a piece of chalk in each halld and draw two stra ight lines from the 
"x·s ft to the bottom of the ehalkbo.nrd at the s!!me tIme." 
Test IX -- Rhythmic ~rttin~ 
The examiner places the fIrst of eI~ht motifs just above the 

child's eye level on the chalkboard and says, "Copy this design." 

The same procedure is followed for each of the other motifs. 
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.Test X -- Ocular Pursuits 
The examiner holds a pem"l with the eraser point lng tOYE.rds the 
chlldts face., about eighteen to twenty-four inches away. H~ says, 
"Now watch the eraser 'Wherever it gOeS.·' The examiner mO'lcd i:he 
pencil alonf!; the arc of a circle wah a radius of about ei~ht(Jen or 
twenty inches, having its center at a polnt bctYeen the ch!ld's eyes. 
He moves the pencil approxbatcly eighteen inches 4;0 th~ right and then 
back. Then approximately eighteen inches.to the left and back. He 
then moves it up and down for approximately eighteen inches, and then 
in each of the two diagonals (upper left, lower right and upper right, 
lower left). The examiner then covers the child'sr 19ht eye wi th a 
pIece of cardboard and repeats the procedUl'e. The eX3mlner then 
covers the child's left eye with the cardboard and re)?eats the pro­
cedure. The examiner then removes the cover and says, "Lo~')k at me." 
Then holding the pencil directly in front of the child and at the eye 
level of the child says, "Now look at the eraser." The examIner moves 
the eraser toward the child's nose. 
Test XI --Visual Achleve~t Forms 
The examiner gives the child a pencil and piece of blank paper. 
The examiner presents design number 1 and says, "Copy this." The 
examIner repeats the procedure for all seven designs. 
, ' 
API'ENDIX C 
SCORING PROCEDuR~S FOR, 

l'RE PURDUE PERCEPTUAL ..HOTOR SURVEY 

Each t)f the test items in the PurdUE:! Perceptual.NotoI' Survey 
were scored according to Kephart's system of (lvahlation. 
'Wl!.lking Board 
Forward: If the child walkS eas lly and rna Intcdns d:1'n:1:11ic body 
balance throughout, he receives a score of 4. If tho child has 
occasIonal difficulty but Is able J;'o regain. ba,la,nee each,tirno, he 
receives a score of 3. If the child $tepz off the board ~ore than 
once or if he pauses frequent ly, he reet! iv(!s a score of 2. If the 
chiId C30not perform or If more than on'.'!-fourth of' hi~ performance 
1s out of batan~e, he receives a score of 1. Backyard: If the 
chUd llalks eas 11y and rna iota ins balance throughout without look iug 
behind him. he receives a score of 4. If the child has occasional 
difficulty but Is able to rega!n balance eAch tiMe, he receives a 
score of 3. If the child steps off the board more than twice, if 
he pauses frequently, or if he cannot perform without looking behind 
him. he receIves a score of 2. If the child cannot perform, if he 
must feel with his toe, Or If more thAn one half of his performance 
is out: of balance, he receives a score of 1. Sideways: If the child 
valks easily in either direction, he receives a score of 4. If the 
chUd has occasional difficulty but Is able to regain bala ..~ce each 
time, ha t"eceives a score of 3. If the child steps off the board more 
than two tirn~s in one direction or if he pauses frequently and has 
diffIculty re~ainin~ bilance, he receives a score of 2. If the child 
cannot perform, if his perfOrmalll~e Is mukedly better 1n one directicn 
than the other, or if his performance is m<lrkE::dly out of balance, he 
receives a score of 1. 
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Jumpins 
,If the child performs all ta3ks easlly. he receives a score of 
4. If tho child can altl,:rnatc s1:!c!; symmetrically (all tasks), he 
receives a score of 3. If th~ child can hop on either foot at wJ1l 
(the first five taskR), he receives a scord of 2. If the child can 
only perform symmetrically (feyer than. five tasks performed adequately), 
he receives a score of 1. 
Identlficntion of Body Parts 
If the child per'orms adequately throushout, he receives,a 
score of 4. If he sho~.s cnly 51 i~ht hes Haney or. confuR tort, h.-;- race iv..:s 
a score of If the child shows hes itancy in more than one or two 
of the commands or if he points to only one of the paired parts, he 
receives a score of' 2. If the child is unablE; to identify one or more 
of the parts call~d for, if he 5ho'\-15 ma:;:-k-:!d hesltnncy (except etbol-'s) J 
or if he 'feels around' to find the part, he receives ~ score of 1. 
Imitat ion of Hovements 
If the child performs promotly. consistently, and surely on all 
patterns and only If he parallels the pattern so, that his movements 
are an exact duplicate of the examiner's, he receiv~s a score of 4. 
If the child performs promptly, consistently, and surely, but mirrors 
•
the examiner's mQvements, he receives a score of 3. If the child 
shows hesitation or' a lack of certainty, he receives a score of 2. 
If the child makes more than one error or if there Is abort ive move­
ment in several patterns, the child rccelvesa score of 1. 
Obstacl~ Course 
The cLild's performance is evaluate ~ On the bac;is of his per­
formance on all three tasks. 
4. If his perform,mce is adequtlte throughout. 
3. If he makes only a slight ()rror which he corrects easily. 
2. If he is able to correct himself on one repetition. 
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1. 	 If he over-est imates or under -€;st imates not iceably (more 
than t~o or t~o and one-half inches) and cannot correct 
this on one repetition. 
Kraus-t~eber 
If the child passes both tests, he receives a score of 4. If 
the chIld fails the second test, he receives a score of 3. If he 
fails the first,test, he receives a score of 2. If the child fails 
both tests, he receives a score of 1. 
Angels in the Snml 
If the child performs adequately throughout all the tasks, he 
receIves a score of 4. If the child shows only 51 i,!;ht hes itaney 
in some of the patterns or if he shows restr icted nlovement or over­
flow which is corrected in one repet it i01\, he rece ives a score of 3. 
If the ch lld shows marked' hes i tancy in beg inni n~ the movements or if 
the extent of the fllovement bec;omes l'cstr lcted in any of the patterns 
and he cannot correct thIs with one repetition of the instructions for 
that pattern~ he receives a score of 2. If the child Cannot perform 
one or more of the t~sks, if there is overflow to limbe not required 
In the. pattern and he cannot correct this overflow in one repet it ion 
of the instructions, if he requires tactual information in addition 
to visual information in any of the tasks, or if he must 'bang' the 
limb on the floor to identify it, he receives a score of 1. 
Chalkboard 
tircle: If the circle is dra~~ in proper size, direction, 
position and shape (one added instruction Is allowed to achieve size 
and position), the child receives a score of 4. If the child, after 
two or three trials, achieves a circle nearly correct in size, posi­
tion, and shape with only minor errors in shape, he receives a score 
of 3. If the chtld continues to show marked dIff iculty in performance 
although, with effort, he is able to produce an acceptable dravin~~ 
or if the direction of the drawin~ is incorrect for the child's pre­
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ferred hand. he receives a score of 2•. If the child is unable to 
produce a circle of proper she, locat ion., or shape., if he is unable 
to cross the midline and continues to avoid the problem, if he shows 
marked confus ion in direcUon during the drawing,. or if the drawing 
. . 
continues to be. distorted, especially flatness on one side or on the 
bottom, he receives a score of 1. Double circles: If the performance 
is smooth and certain with no more than one additional direction to 
achieve size and position, the child receives a score of 4. If two or 
three trials are necessary to achieve the desired production or if 
. 
the performance continues to be halting and stiff. The child receives 
a score of 3. If extreme difficulty is experienced in any part of 
the performance, if the direction of the drawing is incorrect, or If 
the performance does not become acceptable within t~o or three trials, 
the child receives. '8 score of 2. If the child is unable to perform 
the task, if he cannot achieve drawings of acceptable Size., shape and 
position, if he attends only to one hand. or if he draws circles which 
are distorted (flat) toward the center, he receives a score of 1. 
Lateral lines: If the performance is adequate, the child receives a 
score of 4. If there Is slight hesitancy and slight inaccuracy, 
the child receives a score of 3. If there Is marked hesitancy or 
marked inaccuracy, the child receives a score of 2. If the child 
cannot perform the task or if his intial attempts are by walkIng 
across or using two hands, the child receives a score of 1. Vertical 
lines: If the performance is adequate and both lines are straight 
and parallel. the ehlld receives a score of 4. If the child performs' 
adequately but only after hesitation and consideration of the movements 
involved, he receives a score of 3. If the lines 'bow' sllghtly, but 
attention is directed to both hands, the 'child receives a score of 2. 
If the lines 'bow' oarkedly., all attention is directed to the pre­
ferred hand. or if the child cannot pe~forln,he receives a score of , ~~" . 
Rhythm Ic '-11 t ipg 
Rhythm: If the performance Is smooth, certain, and consistent 
with no mor~ than one additional trial to achieve size and position, 
the child receives a score of 4. If three or four trials are 
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necessary to acfdevc the desired rhythmic performance, the child' 
receives a score of. 3. If cxtrcn,e difficulty is experienced in any 
part of the perform;'Hlce, the chi1d receives a score of 2. If the 
child is unable to perform the tar:k, h(, rcceiveg a score of 1. Re­
productions: If th2 performance approximatc-s the same size and letter 
constancy of the motif presented, the child receives a score of 4. If 
the performance shO'tl's decided tendency to make motHs larger or 
smaller than the sample motif, the child receives a score of 3. If the 
performance reveals reversals and orr-iss ions of components in the n.otifs, 
the child receives a sct.:lre of 2. If the child is unable too perform 
th~ tasl<, he recelvasa score of L Orientation: If the pCl:"formanc~ 
is ad~quate in terms of direction and position, and follo\·lS a straight 
line course from one s ide of the b~dy to the other, the child rece ives 
a score of 4. If the perf ormance is slightlysl~nted as the mot irs 
are executed (e ither up or donn), the child teee ives a score of 3. If 
the performance demonstrates that the child is incapable of reproduc lng 
the motifs on an approximately horizontal line, he receives a score of 
2. If the child is incapable of performing the task, he receives a 
score of 1. 
Ocul.ar Pursuits 
Tasks 1, 2, and 3: If the eyes move smoothly, evenly, and 
follow t;he movements, the child r~ceives a score or' 4. If the eyes move 
basically smoothly, with only slight jerkiness or hesitation, the child 
receives a score of 3. If the movements are uneven or jerky, the child 
receives a score of 2. If the child Is basically u~,ble ~o follow the 
target, loses the target, cannot follow the target without moving his 
'head, or if parallel ism betl-reen the tvlO eyes is no establ ished, the 
child receives a score of 1. Task 4: If there Is smooth, even movement, 
the child receives a score of 4. If the movement is baslc~lly smooth, 
with only slight delay or inaccuracy, the child receives a score of 3. 
If the movement is jerky and unsure or is grasp and release are slow or 
inaccurate, the child receives a score of 2. If the eyes br('ak apart 
or do not converge, the child race ives :l score of 1. 
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Visual Achievement Forms 
Form: If the performance is adequate throughout, the child 
receives a score of 4. If there are minor. distortions, particularly 
in the diamonds, the child receives a sc("tre of 3. If there is any 
segmenting in atlY of the drawings, the child receives iI. score of 2. 
If there ar·e 'dog ears' on the diamonds, gross segment iIl~" ilr if the 
child cannot produce a recognizable form in one or more of the draw­
!n~s, he receives a score cf 1. Organizatlon~ If the drawings are 
or~anized from left to right or top to bottom and. the size is adequate, 
the child rece ives a score of 4. If ()ther organization is complete 
or if more than four of the forms are organized on the page, the chIld 
receives a score of 3. If the s~z~ is markedly too smaU Ot" too 
large or if less than five of the drawings are organized OIl the paget 
the chlld receives a score .of 2~ If no org.:'nization is apparent in 
the drawings, the child receives a score of 1. 
APPENDIX D 
L.'QUIPNE~T FOR THE PURDUE Pi::RCEPTUAL·Y.QTOR SURVEY 
All equipment used in both the testing and training program Is 
built according to Kephart's specifications. 
An~e I s..in the Snn,!! 
A small throw rug Is used for the child to lie upon while per­
f01"l'in~ the. preser thad t:)s~r.s. 
llalkins Bonrd 
An eight foot long section of 2 x 4 is placed between two 
b!'Ctcl:ets which are diagr;;:mmad below. Testin-; is done on the four 
Inch side of the 2 x 4. 
Ba lance Boare!! 
A square platform., 16 x 16 inches is used for each balance 
board. Underneath the platform and centrally located is a small 
post, three inches high, attached to the boar'd by a screw. Three 
sizesu: balance posts are used: 5 x 5., 4 ~ 4, 3 x 3 inches. 
Drawing G~mcs 
A r"talkboard, three feet by four feet or larger, Is used. 
It should be without des l~n. Also needed are several pieces of 
chalk and an eraser. 
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Pegboard Games 
Two pieces of p€'5board not smaller than 16 x 20 inches and hav­
ing at least 100 holes are used. Also used in place of pe~s are the 
recommended 100 ~olf tees in equal amounts of eqch of five colors. 
Marsden Ball 
A soft rubber baJ 1 atiout tha she of a tennis ball is suspended 
by fish ing Une from the C'e U i ng v ia an eye1e t screw or s im Uar means. 
The fishing line is attache:'1 by th:reading it through the ball and 
attaching a snap or button so that .it will n·:)t draw back through. 
Obstacle Course 
A broom handle or similar object is us~d which Is approximately 
three feet long. 
Ocular Pursuits 
... ­
A pencil with a visible eraser is used. 
Visual Achievemen! Forms 
A piece of blank pap~r, approximately the size of typing paper 
(6\" x n"), a pencil, and the seven visual achievement forms drawn 
on 4" x 6" blank notecards were used • 
• 
Rythmic Writing 
A chalk board, chalk, an eraser, and the eight motifs drawn on 
paper 4" x Uti were usp.d. 
-------------------------------------
APPEi'-lDIX E 
HALL'S B~H.:\VlOP" p...\TnlG seAL!:; 
Name of ______________________________ Date .._________________ch~ld 
Position held at asency 
The statements be1.o,"7 doser ihe var iOL;S maladapt lve bl."hav lors 
found in omctionc"llly disturbed children. Th~ statements are mcan~: to 
descrJbe behaviors. For example, If a statenent describes aggression, 
rate it according t':' aggressIve pehavior~ regardless of the degree of 
aggressive feelings. Please rate each statement .'tlith an "Xft in the 
appropr.iate square after the statement. The squares arc nUtilbered from 
1 to 5 and represent the degre~ to ~~hich you have noti~cd the described 
behavior. If you do not observe the child at night, mark those state ... 
m~nts perta ining to night time behavior wi th all. "0" in the (1) squ.,.re 
after the statement. Please rate every statement. The basis for m~ik .. 
irig a jttdgm(f;l1t are given belo~~: 
(1) 	 You have noticed i'tot noticed this behavior at ull. 
(2) 	 You have noticed the behavior to a slight degree (it has occurred 
occasionally) • 
(3) 	 You have noticed the behavior to a moderate degree (con~on be­
havior, occurs more than once a 't"eek). 
(4) 	 You have noticed the behavior to a considerable degree (occurs 
every day). 
(5) 	 You have noticed the behavior to a ve~y large degree (occurs more 
than once a day). 
(3) (4) (5) 
1. 	 Hyperactive and restless
• 
2. 	 Very withdra~~. 
3. 	 Is upset by changes in routine 
4. 	 Cries oft~n and easily 
5. 	 Appears confused by punishment 
or correct ion 
6. 	 Destroys the belongings of others 
7. 	 Prefers to be by himself (plays 

by himself) 

s. 	 Ea~lly distracted 
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(U 	 (U 13) (4) 151 
9. 	 Appears confused in f.~)l1o'W'ing 

directions 

10. 	 Has er~ati9~ flighty or scattered 

behavior 

11. 	 Demands a great d~al of attcnt ion 
12. 	 Is aggressivo toward oth~r children 
13. 	 Has explos lve and unpredlctable 

behavior 

14. 	 Has dlff lcul ty reasoning "thIngs 

out 

15. 	 Daydreams often 
16. Wets the bed 
"17. Wets pants during the day 
18. 	 Soils pants dur ing the day 
19. 	 Is awakened at night "lth nightmares 
20. 	 Behavior seems to ~o in cycles 
21. 	 Appears confused by structured 

activity (school) 

22. 	 Expresses unrealistic fears 
23. 	 Is·ag~ress lve toward adul. ts 
24. 	 Gives il1o~ical responses to 

quest Ions 

25~. Cannot scorn to control himself 
"26. Appears to hallucinate 
27. 	 D':!!:::ro"s his o~m belongings 
28. 	 App-?ars not to be in 'thi.::; v,odd' 
29. 	 Is generally uncooporativQ and 

stubborn 

30. 	 Seems generally unha.ppy 
l­
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APPE~'DIX f 
HALL'S ANTIMSOCIl.l SUESCALE 
Dest oys the belongs of othe:-s 
Is a to~,ard other children 
Htls xplo:::lve and unprcdict<~blc 
beha~ior 
Dest oys his mm beloaginjs 
~----~----~-----------------
APPEi.'o"OIX G 

HALL'S ASOCIAL SUBSCALE 

(1) (2t~ 
­
!52~4lP2 
Very withdrawn 
Prefers to be by htmsp.lf 
(play by himself) 
DaydrellTPS often 
Appears to hallucinate 
Appears not to be in 'this world' 
.. 
w...._~.• '-v_ . 
- --
--
---
------ ---
- -
APPENDIX H 
PROGRESS CHART (EXPE:R IHENTAL) 
______._.________•.__ Age __________.Name 
Balance BOi'lrd Date Accomplished 
5" ._­
-4" 
..... 
-
3" p 
Harsden Ball 
-_._-
­
. 

'r~a lk ing Board 
~rd 
.-­
-
_..Bnclmard 
Sidewl~e 
_.­~ Turn 
-full Turn 

Balal\(:e ­
.. ..... 
Marsden Ball 
1 Hand 
Alternate 
BottOI;l 
~ .
--Bat 
-Balance Board 
Chal tbeard 
V loine 
-!l Lin~ 
Circle 

I Dot 

Dots 
Ange15 
Arms &; Legs 
1 Limb 
-Both Rl.~ht &; Left 
£!2~_~rallty 
....­
Count 
Stomach 
-*­
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Pegboard Date Acco:npl ished
----. 
Lines 
---------------------~ 
APPENDIX I 

ACTIVITY RE:CORD (CXPERIH~NTAL) 

Name ________~________________________________ Age ______________ 

Date DescriEtion of Ac~t~i_y~i~t.y__~_______________________ 
t---..--+·----,----------------------'------I 
---------r-------------~---------
APPENDIX J 

ACTlV lTY RECORD (CONTROL) 

Name Age: ______ 
DATE ACT IV ITY 
PHYS. QUIET DESCRIPT ION 07 ACTIVITY 
• 
j -
I 
-­
- -
-
. 
1--­
_.­
-
-
. 
-
- -­
-
I 
-­
. 
--------------------------------------
-------
----------------------------------- ------------------
------------------------------------
PUilDUI: PERC:;:PTUA!.·~,!(yr.on SnR.V~:Y 
Sl]l'n-!.a,.RY SHEZTt. 
Name Datcof Birth 
Agency Sex 
'iagnosls Test Dates 
T> ~ t t
-rc- t es: ~ O~ ... - 05 ,,I .61 "~rQncl' 
~':a1k in:; Bo,:.u:d 

For'.,ard 

Baclmard 

S id£:'I-7ays 

JUMPin-s 

Ident i fica tion of Eody Parts 

lrditation of Novemo:;:nts 

Obstacie Course 

Kr.;).us ..~lcb~r 
Ango Is·· in- the ·SI'.Ol1 
Chalkboard 'j 
Chele 
Double CirclCl 
. Lateral Line 
Verticle Line 
-
Rhythmic Urit ing 

Rhythm 

Reproduet ion 

Crlentat ion 

Oculnr Pursuits 

Both Eyes 

Right Eye 

Left Eye 

Convergence 

Visual Achievement rorll1s 

Form 

Organizat ion 

r()'~ALS 
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~CALE SHEET 
Rirth Date
-------- ----------------~ 
Agency Sex
---
I 
1 
____________.____________________~Ratil~ D~te$ __I _____________DiagnosIs 
n~€' f ('lrf~ Af tel' D'1 f f ernne", 
Hyperactive and restless I 
Upset by ~han;;Qs in rout in;: 
-'---Cries often and ji,as By 
--
. 
Confused by co.:."rcction 
EAsily distracted 
Confused In follouing dirc:ctions -
Errotic s flighty, scattered behnvjor -...._. ----I 
Demands a great deal of attention 
Difficulty reasoning things out 
-\,Tets bed 
'~ets pants durin.g the day 
Soils pants during the day 
Is awakened with _nigl-.tffi~rcs 
....J,.... 
I 
. 
Behavior seems to go 11'\ eycl"s 
Confused by structure r1 act ill U:y 
Expresses u.'1rE;,a 1 is t 1c r(>a1'5 
Illogical responses to questions 
Cannot seem to control himself -
:}l?neral1y uncooperat lve and stubborn. 
Seems generally unhappy I 
I 
Very withdrawn I 
Prefers to be by himself 
Daydreams often 
Appears to halluc inate 
1 
Appears not to in 'this world f I 
Asocial Sub-Total 
Destroys the belongln~s of others I 
Is agl?;rc:-ssive tor\'ard othf:r children I i 
ExplosivE: and unpredictable bE:havior i I 
Is aggressive toward adults I 1 I 
Destroys his o;;il belon;;i:lgs 
Anti ..SoCial Sub~Total I 
I 
I 
";RA~'1) TOTALS I: 
I I 
APPENDIX L 
RA~r DATA 
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TABLE XIII 

P..NJ SCO:-:.E:S 

P. M. A. TOL. 8~h~v. ~ntl- Asoc 
.,.,..._Uithdr.l~"m 	 1 32 60 240 209 22 58 51 
2 55 68 204 186 24 22 51 44 
3 40 il 300 247 40 38 , 62 
-- .4 32 52 219 193 24 34 48 
5 65 194 145 22 21 38 
Acting out 	 6 47 71 282 262 61 51 37 
7 57 64 164 145 37 30 26 20 
8 67 75 196 195 ... 47 43 . 18 20 
9 55 72 241 231 48 48 32 33 , 
10 52 73 250 197 51 35 30 23 
CO?ll'ROL 
',11 thdr.lT.m 11 216 227 33 35 31 37 
12 37 38 228 221 27 21 44 45 
13 34 31 202 196. 21 25 42 38 
14 27 37 206 208 25 28 49 41 
15 66 66 148 135 19 22 35 30 
Acting out 16 61 59 241 240 53 44 37 34 
17 66 73 187 178 47 42 24 22 
18 64 66 210 201 44 40 25 25 
19 27 33 280 279 43 4S 43 43 
20 64 6S 172 168 28 31 _I 27".,­
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F igut"c 19. 	 A compar ison of ,v! thdra"m subjects on th~ behav lor' 
rating scale. 
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PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR TRAINING 
During the last nine weeks we have been helping Julia Hall 
with her research study for her masters thesis. Miss Hall received 
her BaChelors of Science in psychology from the University of Oregon 
in 1968. She -worked with emotionally disturbed children at Parry 
Center and has plans to complete her }tasters of SCience in psychology 
from Portland State University this sununer. 
The purpose of Hiss Hall's study is .to determine whether a 

Perl,;eptual-Motor Training program as designed by D. H. Radler and 

.No"..<.;:~l C. Kephart in theIr boo~ Stu;cess ThrQuib Play will effect a 
aec!ease in the amount of maladaptive behaviors ,exhibited by emotion... 
ally disturbed children. She hopes to discover l-1hether these trainini-'; 
techniques will be valuable in the treatment of these Children. It 
is <llso her hope to be able to discover ,{l1ith l-ltlpt type of oehavi6r 
this t.raining is most effective. 
Hiss Hall is working uith t'\1enty children between the ages of 

six and tuelve from three agenCies, in the Portland Hetropolltan area. 

Eight: of \-lpverly's children are participating in her study. 

Haverly has used Perceptual-Hotor training in the form of 
walking boards, lacing boards, and puzzles quite successfully for 
the last three years with our retarded children. \Ie are all interested 
in the result of Hiss H~ll·'s ,studY as a possible new resource for' 
helpin~ the emotionally disturbed child. 
W 
WAVERLY CHILDRENS HOME 

J5SO S.E. Woodward 
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